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About Netsurion
Netsurion powers secure and agile networks for highly distributed and small-to-medium enterprises and
the IT providers that serve them. In such environments, the convergence of threat protection and network
management are driving the need for greater interoperability between the NOC (network operations center)
and the SOC (security operations center) as well as solutions that fuse technology and service to achieve optimal
results. To this end, Netsurion has converged purpose-built network hardware, innovative security software, and
flexible managed services.
Netsurion’s SD-Branch solution, BranchSDO, is a comprehensive network management and security solution
consisting of SD-WAN, next-gen security, cellular, Wi-Fi, and PCI DSS compliance tools and support. At the heart of
the solution is the CXD, Netsurion’s SD-WAN edge appliance.
Netsurion’s Security Operations solution, EventTracker, delivers advanced threat protection and compliance
benefits in a variety of deployment options: a SIEM platform, a co-managed SIEM service with 24/7 SOC, and a
managed SIEM for MSPs.

The GLBA/FFIEC Overview
In a general memo released soon after GLBA became law, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
described to their examiners that “the (GLBA) guidelines require each institution to implement a comprehensive
written information security program that includes administrative, technical, and physical safeguards
appropriate to the size and complexity of the institution and the nature and scope of its activities. While all parts
of the institution are not required to implement a uniform set of policies, all elements of the information security
program must be coordinated.” This comment succinctly described most of the significant information security
challenges presented by GLBA Section 501(b).
GLBA requires financial institutions to implement and perform procedures to identify risks, eliminate or reduce
these risks, and to monitor and maintain the implemented processes and procedures to ensure that the identified
risks are effectively managed. The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), having been tasked
with providing guidance and enforcement, has documented the necessary controls for compliance in their “FFIEC
Information Security Handbook”. The remainder of this paper lists the specific control requirements taken from
both the FFIEC Information Security Handbook and associated Tier I and Tier II Examination Procedures. For each
control requirement, an explanation of how EventTracker supports compliance is provided.
EventTracker Provides a Full View of the Entire IT Infrastructure
EventTracker SIEM improves security, helps organizations demonstrate compliance, and increases operational
efficiencies. EventTracker SIEM enables your organization to be more aware of potential security risks and internal/external threats. It provides you with the ability to respond to a security incident with comprehensive data
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and forensic tools for analysis. The time required to investigate and mitigate security incidents can be greatly
reduced, minimizing potential exposure and costs.
SIEMphonic is our managed services offerings to enhance the value of EventTracker implementations. Our
expert staff can assume responsibility for some or all EventTracker SIEM-related tasks, including system
management, incident reviews, daily/weekly log reviews, configuration assessments, and audit support.
We augment your IT Security team, allowing you to focus on your priorities by leveraging our expertise, discipline
and efficiency.
Scalable, Log Collection and Processing with Notifications based on Criticality
EventTracker SIEM provides automatic consolidation of thousands or even millions of audit events to meet the needs
of any size organization. The inbound log data is identified by EventTracker’s built-in manufacturers Knowledge
Base, which contains log definitions for thousands of types of log events, and automatically identifies which events
are critical to security standard.
EventTracker SIEM provides real-time and batch aggregation of all system, event and audit logs from your firewalls, IDS/IPS, network devices, Windows, Linux/Unix, VMware ESX, Citrix, databases, MS Exchange web servers,
EHRs and more.
Ease of Deployment and Scalability
EventTracker SIEM is available on premise or as a highly scalable cloud-based SIEM and Log Management solution.
It offers several deployment options to meet the needs of organizations with a few dozen systems or those with
thousands of systems spread across multiple locations. EventTracker Cloud is available as an AMI on Amazon EC2,
Microsoft Azure or your cloud infrastructure provider of choice. It supports multi-tenant implementations
for MSSP organizations serving the needs of smaller customers. EventTracker SIEM improves security, helps
organizations demonstrate compliance, and increases operational efficiencies. EventTracker SIEM enables your
organization to be more aware of potential security risks and internal/external threats. It provides you with the
ability to respond to a security incident with comprehensive data and forensic tools for analysis. The time required
to investigate and mitigate security incidents can be greatly reduced, minimizing potential exposure and costs.
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GLBA Compliance Requirements
Determine the Adequacy of Security Monitoring
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Obtain an understanding of the institution’s
monitoring plans and activities, including both
activity monitoring and condition monitoring.

EventTracker provides central monitoring of activities and
conditions by collecting log data from hosts, applications,
network devices, etc. EventTracker provides real-time
event monitoring, alerting, and reporting on specific
activities and conditions.

Yes

Yes

Identify the organizational unit and personnel
responsible for performing the functions of
a security response center.

EventTracker’s integrated incident management
capabilities support and automate many functions of a
security response center. Incidents (alarms) are tracked
by status within EventTracker (i.e., new, open, closed).
Activity around the alarm (e.g., notifications, analysis) is
recorded in the alarm record. EventTracker’s real-time
dashboard provides a heads-up display of incident activity
and associated response. EventTracker reports provide
comprehensive reporting on incident activity.

Yes

Yes

Obtain and evaluate the policies governing
security response center functions,
including monitoring, classification,
escalation, and reporting.

Reports

Alerts

Evaluate the effectiveness of enterprise-wide security administration
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Determine whether management and
department heads are adequately trained
and sufficiently accountable for the security
of their personnel, information, and systems.

EventTracker’s security event management capabilities
provide any organization a critical tool in monitoring and
responding to the security of information and systems.
Having a solution that provides real-time security
event monitoring, alerting, and reporting is evidence of
management-level security diligence and enables audit
accountability across the enterprise.

Yes

Yes

Evaluate the adequacy of automated tools to
support secure configuration management,
security monitoring, policy monitoring,
enforcement, and reporting.

EventTracker provides a proven, enterprise class solution
for security monitoring. EventTracker’s ability to collect
all log data enables reporting on configuration and policy
changes. EventTracker’s incident management provides
the tracking of applicable enforcement activities.

Yes

Yes

Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Determine that administrator or root
privilege access is appropriately monitored,
where appropriate.

EventTracker collects all account management and
account usage activity. The creation of privileged accounts
(i.e., administrator, root) or granting of privileged rights
is easily and automatically monitored, alerted and
reported on.

Yes

Yes

Reports

Alerts

Access Rights Administration

Management may choose to further
categorize types of administrator/root access
based upon a risk assessment. Categorizing
this type of access can be used to identify
and monitor higher-risk administrator and
root access requests that should be
promptly reported.

Reports

Alerts
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Authentication
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker collects all account management
Determine whether access to system
administrator level is adequately controlled and usage activity. The creation of privileged accounts
(i.e., administrator, root) or granting of privileged rights
monitored.
is easily and automatically monitored, alerted and
reported on.

EventTracker

EventTracker

Yes

Yes

EventTracker

EventTracker

Reports

Alerts

Network Security
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

Determine whether logs of security-related
events and log analysis activities are sufficient
to affix accountability for network activities,
as well as support intrusion forensics and IDS.
Additionally, determine that adequate clock
synchronization takes place.

EventTracker can collect logs from network devices, IDS/IPS Yes
systems, A/V systems, firewalls, and other security devices.
EventTracker provides central analysis and monitoring
of intrusion-related activity across the IT Infrastructure.
EventTracker can correlate activity across user, origin host,
impacted host, application and more. EventTracker can
be configured to identify known bad hosts and networks.
EventTracker’s Personal Dashboard provides customized
real-time monitoring of events and alerts. EventTracker’s
Investigator provides deep forensic analysis of intrusion
related activity. EventTracker’s integrated knowledge base
provides information and references useful in responding
to and resolving intrusions.

Yes

Determine whether logs of security-related
events are appropriately secured against
unauthorized access, change, and deletion for
an adequate time period, and that reporting
to those logs is adequately protected.

EventTracker helps ensure audit trails are protected from
unauthorized modification. EventTracker collects logs
immediately after they are generated and stores them in
a secure repository. EventTracker servers utilize access
controls at the operating system and application level to
ensure that log data cannot be modified or deleted.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Reports

Alerts

EventTracker completely automates the process of
retaining the audit trail. EventTracker creates archive files
of all collected log entries. These files are organized in a
directory structure by day, making it easy to store, backup,
and destroy log archives based on the policy.
Determine whether remote access devices and
network access points for remote equipment
are appropriately controlled.
•	Remote access is disabled by default, and
enabled only by management authorization.
•	Management authorization is required
for each user who accesses sensitive
components or data remotely.
•	Authentication is of appropriate strength
(e.g., two-factor for sensitive components).

EventTracker collects network device logs.
EventTracker’s analysis and reporting capabilities can
be used for reviewing network activity to ensure only
authorized communications occur.
EventTracker alerts can be used for detecting
unauthorized communications. EventTracker collects
remote access activity for VPN, SSH, telnet, etc.
EventTracker’s reports provide easy and independent
review of remote access to information systems.

•	Modems are authorized, configured, and
managed to appropriately mitigate risks.
•	Appropriate logging and monitoring
takes place.

•	Remote access devices are appropriately
secured and controlled by the institution.
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•	Remote access devices are appropriately
secured and controlled by the institution.
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HOST Security
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Determine whether access to utilities
on the host is appropriately restricted
and monitored.

EventTracker can collect audit logs reporting on the
access and use of utilities on hosts for monitoring and
reporting. Additionally, EventTracker’s file integrity
monitoring capability can be used to independently
detect access and use of utilities.

Yes

Yes

Determine whether the host-based IDSs
identified as necessary in the risk assessment
are properly installed and configured, that
alerts go to appropriate individuals using an
out-of-band communications mechanism,
and that alerts are followed up.

EventTracker can collect logs from IDS/IPS systems.
EventTracker provides robust alerting and notification
capabilities that help ensure alerts are routed to the
appropriate individuals. EventTracker’s integrated
incident management capabilities provide accountability
and reporting on alarm resolution.

Yes

Yes

Determine whether logs are sufficient to
affix accountability for host activities and
to support intrusion forensics and IDS and
are appropriately secured for a sufficient
time period.

EventTracker helps ensure audit trails are protected from
unauthorized modification. EventTracker collects logs
immediately after they are generated and stores them in
a secure repository. EventTracker servers utilize access
controls at the operating system and application level to
ensure that log data cannot be modified or deleted.

Yes

Yes

Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Determine whether appropriate logs are
maintained and available to support incident
detection and response efforts.

EventTracker completely automates the process of
retaining your audit trail. EventTracker creates archive files
of all collected log entries. These files are organized in a
directory structure by day, making it easy to store, backup
and destroy log archives based on your policy.

Yes

Yes

Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Evaluate whether the software acquired
incorporates appropriate security controls,
audit trails, and activity logs and that
appropriate and timely audit trail and log
reviews and alerts can take place.

EventTracker collects logs from commercial and custom
applications. EventTracker provides central analysis,
reporting and alerting for application logs.

Yes

Yes

Reports

Alerts

Application Security
Reports

Alerts

Software Development and Acquisition
Reports

Alerts
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Security Monitoring
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Identify the monitoring performed to identify
non-compliance with institution security
policies and potential intrusions.

EventTracker can collect logs from IDS/IPS systems,
A/V systems, firewalls and other security devices.
EventTracker provides central analysis and monitoring
of intrusion related activity across the IT infrastructure.
EventTracker can correlate activity across user, origin host,
impacted host, application and more. EventTracker can
be configured to identify known bad hosts and networks.
EventTracker’s Personal Dashboard provides customized
real-time monitoring of events and alerts. EventTracker’s
Investigator provides deep forensic analysis of intrusion
related activity. EventTracker’s integrated knowledge
base provides information and references useful in
responding to and resolving intrusions. EventTracker
ensures audit trails are protected, retained, and can be
easily restored years later.

Yes

Yes

EventTracker provides centralized secure access to all
log data. EventTracker leverages application and database
level controls to restrict user access to authorized data
and functions. EventTracker includes discretionary access
controls for restricting users to a defined subset of the
log data collected.

Yes

Yes

•	Review the schematic of the information
technology systems for common security
monitoring devices.
•	Review security procedures for report
monitoring to identify unauthorized or
unusual activities.
•	Review management’s self-assessment and
independent testing activities and plans.
Determine whether logs of security-related
events are sufficient to support security
incident detection and response activities, and
that logs of application, host, and network
activity can be readily correlated. Determine
whether logs of security-related events are
appropriately secured against unauthorized
access, change, and deletion for an adequate
time period, and that reporting to those logs
is adequately protected.

Reports

Alerts

Determine whether logs of security-related
events are appropriately secured against
unauthorized access, change, and deletion for
an adequate time period, and that reporting
to those logs is adequately protected.
Determine whether logs are appropriately
centralized and normalized, and that controls
are in place and functioning to prevent time
gaps in logging.
Determine whether an appropriate process
exists to authorize employee access to security
monitoring and event management systems
and that authentication and authorization
controls appropriately limit access to and
control the access of authorized individuals.
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Security Monitoring continued
Requirements

EventTracker Solution

EventTracker

EventTracker

Determine whether appropriate detection
capabilities exist related to:

EventTracker can collect logs from hosts, network
devices, IDS/IPS systems, A/V systems, firewalls, and
other security devices. EventTracker provides central
analysis and monitoring of network and host activity
across the IT infrastructure. EventTracker can correlate
activity across user, origin host, impacted host,
application and more. EventTracker can be configured to
identify known bad hosts and networks. EventTracker’s
alarming capability can be used to independently
detect and alert on network and host based anomalies
via sophisticated filtering, correlation and threshold
violations.

Yes

Yes

•	Network related anomalies, including
–	Blocked outbound traffic
–	Unusual communications, including
communicating hosts, times of day,
protocols, and other header related
anomalies
–	Unusual or malicious packet payloads
•	Host-related anomalies, including
–	System resource usage and anomalies
–	User related anomalies
–	Operating and tool configuration
anomalies
–	File and data integrity problems
–	Anti-virus, anti-spyware, and other
malware identification alerts
–	Unauthorized access
–	Privileged access

Reports

Alerts

References
https://ithandbook.ffiec.gov/media/222209/ffiec_itbooklet_informationsecurity-2006.pdf
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